The appendix consists of two main sections. In the first section, we present a series of results related to the Monte Carlo simulations we refer to in the main text. In the second section, we present expanded results for the cutpoint and HPD analyses based on congressional roll calls discussed in the text.
Simulation Results
We present two figures and two tables in this section of the appendix. The figures relate to the ideal point results we derive through simulation. In these figures, we plot the true ideal points of members on the x-axis and the estimated ideal points of members on the y-axis. If a theoretical model predicts no cutpoints over an interval of the policy space we shade the region grey. The first figure contains results from the Clinton, Jackman and Rivers (2004) technique. The second figure contains results from W-Nominate. Consistent with previous research, the estimates from the two statistical models closely resemble each other. Note that each estimated ideal point in these figures represents the average estimate for a member over the 25 simulations. The two tables contain the regression results used to produce Figure   3 in the main text. Further details regarding these regressions can be found in the footer to the table. Majority Party Status takes a 1 if the member belongs to the majority party in that Congress and 0 otherwise; Majority Party Interval takes a 1 if the member is contained in the interval between the floor and majority party median and 0 otherwise; Distance from Median is the distance between the member and the floor median.
